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To begin with, I'd like to make a few introductory comments because we Germans have been
trained in a way that we no longer examine certain thoughts. Emotions are then always used
to fend off these thoughts vying for our attention. We do not evaluate thoughts as to whether
they are correct or incorrect, true or false, but whether they suffice certain moral categories,
whether they are politically correct.
There is a taboo that has been implanted in us for decades, perhaps even more than a century,
so that we no longer perceive certain topics objectively. Themes around Jews; and that's from
the position of both sides, whether they be pro-Jewish or anti-Jewish. The topic Jewry-Jew is
guarded in us by the let's call it, thought police. We are not allowed to think about this matter
logically.
In what follows here, however, we are now thinking about the Jews, and about how the Jews
relate to us Germans, and how we Germans relate to the Jews, and that which comes up is so
dreadful for the typical German, that he tends to get up and walk off shouting. It's also about
the topic Holocaust.
Holocaust as a political weapon of the enemy of the Germans, the weapon of Jewry. And to
just speaking this out loud, elicits intense reactions. But it is important to attain clarity within
us, so that we will finally break through and again judge thoughts coming to us according to
their particular value, to see if they are correct or incorrect, true or false.
I declare right from the start, this Holocaust 'religion' is built upon the most monstrous
lie in world history. The Holocaust, the way it is used to accuse us of murder of the
Jewish people, is an invention!
I am certain that all the public prosecutors are jotting this down now to initiate preliminary
proceedings [against me]. But this has nothing to do with the application of the law; instead
they are executors by the demands of a foreign power, an enemy power within our own
country. Against this power, we must rise up! It is about the insurrection of the German
people for their preservation, for their freedom, and a rising up against the efforts to destroy
the German people. The main weapon and main strategy in this war against the German
people is the lie of the 6 million Jews killed in Auschwitz or 4 million killed in Auschwitz; 6
Million it is supposed to have been all together. And we will not be alive, we will not survive,
if we do not extricate ourselves from this lie. This has nothing to do with their usury, that
money is wrenched from us, that too, but that is of complete subordinate importance.

Simply stated, it is about comprehending that the German people are being murdered; it's
about soul murder of the German people! And this sounds so terrifying in the ears of the
typical German citizen who does not dwell on this topic, that he may now already shut down.
But, then he is only hiding from himself. He is anxious. He feels that these thoughts could be
true, but he does not want to grapple with them.
Our weakness is that we can't even think so badly of the Jews, about how Jewry has harmed
us, the German people, throughout history, but especially in the 20th Century, how they have
acted against the German nation, but also against all other nations, especially the Europeans.
These thoughts we must test, but first we must allow them for examination to see if what I am
saying here has serious grounds.
I want to start with the Holy Scriptures of the Jews. Actually, first I will go to the New
Testament, these are the Holy Books of the Christians. It is not widely known that the issue
around Jewry and their lies has already played a fundamental role in the New Testament.
Jesus says to the Jews [John 8:44]: "Ye are of your father the devil, and the lusts of your
father ye will do. He was a murderer from the beginning and abode not in the truth because
there is no truth in him. When he speaketh a lie, he speaketh of his own: for he is a liar, and
the father of it."
A more scathing judgment upon a social union, a tribe, or whatever you want to call it, can
hardly be thought of. And one has to really reflect whether to say this once again so publicly,
but, I mean, it is necessary.
We have a moral relationship to all nations, to all people. We look at them, more or less, as
our equals and have inhibitions to think about them in a way that is necessary in order to
notice that there is one tribe, one 'chosen people,' that has no moral relationship to all other
nations; instead, it wishes that these other nations will be crushed, that they will be killed!
This is something totally alien to our conscience. The Jews are these chosen people. And one
must always ask the question, "Who has chosen them?" Have they been chosen by our God,
the one we pray to, the Christian God? Or is it an all together different God who has chosen
them, a God who is -according to our standards and our understanding of God and the power
of evil- in reality Satan as the God of the Jews?
Whereby the word Satan is, actually, a very practical word; it is the Hebrew word for
antagonist, opponent, enemy. In the story of salvation, we learn about the concept of God and
his works in the world. We also read about an evil power, Satan; and it is Yahweh, the God of
the Jews, this evil power, who has chosen one race to murder all the other races.
It is expressly stated in the Old Testament of the bible, that it is the intention of this God, to
murder all nations. It states in Isaiah 34:2 "For the indignation of the Lord is against all
nations, (all nations) and His fury against all their armies. He has utterly destroyed them. He

has given them over to the slaughter. (To the slaughter!) Also, their slain shall be thrown out.
Their stench shall rise from their corpses, and the mountains shall be melted with their blood."
The annihilation program of Yahweh could not be stated more harshly.
We are used to it to no longer take these ancient writings seriously, and that is already a
deadly mistake. We have to ask ourselves the question, how is it that one people from an
ancient tribe stands out in this present day and makes itself known in these ways that have
become a problem and has become a real might today, a world power?
How can it be explained, that the Jews, disbursed among all nations, were able to contend
themselves as this power, as this Jewry over four thousand years and have such prominence
today? All other ancient tribes of pre- history have perished: the Assyrians, the Babylonians,
the Persians, the Egyptians, the Greek, the Romans. All of them are gone. Only this one tribe,
chosen by Yahweh, is still here today [in its ancient ways]. And not only that, it is world
dominating through money and the media. And it is the enemy inside of all countries. An
internal enemy! The German philosopher, Johann Gottlieb Fichte [1762-1814] stated already
then very clearly: "It [Jewry] is an enemy state," and that fact one could handle, but he also
says, "This state is founded on the hate of all people." Just as I have read it to you.
We make a crucial mistake, when we do not take the Holy Scriptures of the Jews seriously
because what is written in them is the cultural and spiritual substance of this Volk. Can one
call it a Volk, this race, which is in all countries a minority and yet is an enemy state within a
state? And one cannot be in greater danger than to a have a real, an actually present powerful
enemy in one's own country and not to name him and not to perceive him.
Because, then this enemy has the opportunity to execute his destruction plan in secret, and he
will then murder all nations in this way, the way it is done to the German people. We are the
subjects of soul murder. And soul murder means that we are destroyed as a people. I am not
saying that the Germans will all be murdered physically. But as a people, we are losing our
existence and then are considered nothing but a biomass, freely accessible for totally
different interests that are not ours. That is the backdrop situation.
And we will experience a time when everywhere, they will talk about nothing but antiSemitism, and then everyone will attack those whom they declare anti-Semites. But no one
asks what is the reason for the anti-Semitism? The Germans are known for being diligent, that
they always ask for the reason of a symptom. So, we have good reasons to ask: "If there is
anti-Semitism -whatever is meant by this- and this anti-Semitism has such importance that
one is even considering a UN declaration against anti-Semitism, what is the reason that there
is such a phenomenon? The Jews condemn everyone whom they mark and identify as antiSemite, but they would prosecute every question regarding the cause of anti-Semitism as a
crime. In actual fact! This they define as 'inciting hate.'

If it is correct what I said, that in every state there is an internal enemy, then we have to ask
this question: What is the reason for this anti-Semitism? But all these deliberations are
blocked off today. For every dialog, for every discussion, for every debate-politically,
culturally, and relating to world view, there is a taboo which acts as an unspoken prerequisite.
We may present arguments only as valid and only even express them when we silently come
from a position that Jewry, the Jews worldwide, have always been the victims, were always
right, and have been innocently persecuted. And sharpened into our situation, it is an
unexpressed prerequisite that we may talk with Jews and about Jews only under the condition
that we agree that the German Reich, during the time from 1933 to 1945, i.e., under the
National- Socialist Leadership, has physically exterminated the Jewish people in Europe.
Whoever does not accept these stipulations is also an enemy of the Jews and of all who follow
the Jews, and of all those who are afraid of the Jews. Then one is the enemy, one is haunted
down and just simply loses one's freedom. But, to make these presumptions, always leads
only to desired results which are playing out against our own interests and against our right to
life. I deny that this systematic persecution during the time of the Third Reich has taken
place. I am stating that the so-called Holocaust, meaning the thesis that Jews were
gassed in large numbers, is a lie; it is the most horrendous lie in the history of the world;
the most consequential lie.
It is about the life of nations, especially the German people. And now is the beginning of the
uprising of the German people against the foreign power [inside of our nation] which is
powered by this monstrous lie.
The uprising of the German Volk to survive starts with the uprising for the truth. This cannot
possibly be something bad. For the truth because everything that has been established in the
last century in the political arena in Europe and beyond as a result of the two world wars is
built on a lie. Build on the Jews as victims, unjustly persecuted, and on the lie that the German
Reich wanted to get rid of this problem, the Jews, by physically exterminating them.
We now have a whole line of legal proceedings where this question takes center stage. In my
opinion, these litigations are necessary and are the only possibility to force our enemies into a
certain dialogue situation. Before the courts, we have an opportunity to present the facts
which refute the lie. And it will prove clearly that the intention of the lie is the destruction
strategy by a minority tribe to subjugate people of all nations, worldwide, or to even
annihilate them. This is also not an anti-Semitic invention, but it is in the Holy Scriptures of
the Jews, in the Old Testament, again in the Prophet Isaiah. There it states, in the prophecy by
Isaiah of the God Yahweh to the Jews: "And your doors shall always stay open, shall neither
be locked day nor night, so that the heathen power can be brought to you, and their kings can
be lead to you. Because the heathen power and kingdoms that will not serve you, they shall
be annihilated and the heathen devastated."
This is clearly an imperialistic program. The program of the Jewish world rule, who with this
blatant and brutal form of subjugation of all nations, and with a threat which then will also be

realized, will kill the people of all those nations who will not comply. The German Volk had
made the effort to defend themselves against the imperialism, not to accept the Jewish World
dominance, and to shake off the Jewish control installed via money and the media.
That's the backdrop, and we have reasons to see things from a completely different
perspective than represented today in the schools, the media, and cultural institutions. That is
all Jewish hate propaganda-Jewish war propaganda against the German people because the
German people have a special significance. Germans are in the heart of Europe the strongest,
culturally the finest educated Volk, which of course [would lead] all of Europe to a bulwark
of resistance against the Jewish world rule through the so-called Dollar Imperialism, through
the Globalism, through the World Monetary System -and against their media system- their
Media Monopoly.
This is why Germany, the German people, are the focal point in the annihilation pursuits by
Jewry. The weakness to debate against it [their plan] always exists in the fact that it has not
been recognized that these efforts of Jewry, to eliminate the people of nations, is also part of
the godly doing.
Not a part of the godly plan -but according to the German concept of God in philosophy- God
is not perfection in the beginning, but history itself is the process through which God becomes
conscious, and then finally knows himself. Recognize yourself! This oracle saying from the
ancient Greece has this meaning. It is God who, through world history, through human beings
who are godly, experiences himself. And in this process, God, who is the only God and no
second one stands against him, the Jews play a negative role that is necessary for the
liberation of the individual, the person, and the nations. Their negative role is a part in the
godly events. There is this famous scene in Faust where he answers, "I am a part of that power
which always desires evil, but always creates good." This means, this harmful force which
desires the negative, the destruction, the extermination, killing as a way of life, creates
through a reaction the good. It is like an injection waking up resistance in the body against
deadly dangers.
Realizing this side to Jewry, one can no longer hate the Jews. They are necessary in God's
salvation. The insight that this is the role of the Jews for our salvation, for our completion and
our freedom brings peace to us regarding the Jews. But not in a way that we ignore their
hostility, but that this [recognition] will even first put us into a position to deal with them as
an enemy.
And here in Germany this turns immediately to the political. This enemy must be recognized
in Germany as the ruling impetus, as the foreign power in Germany over the German people.
And these legal actions, now around the questions: Did the Holocaust happen or not? Can one
contest it? Can one renounce it? These actions, which are taking place everywhere, are a
possibility to instill awareness in the public, these questions.

Next, there will be the legal process against Ernst Zündel, who was seized from Canada and
brought to Germany. After two years of extradition incarceration in Canada, he is now in jail
in Mannheim. On November 8 or 9, the legal procedures will commence before the
Landgericht\Mannheim against Ernst Zündel, who is the pioneer of this thought movement to
put up a fight against this fabrication [Holocaust]. In Canada he succeeded in winning the
rights to deny the Holocaust, and to speak about it in public. He was indicted in Canada and
after a ten- yearlong process was recently acquitted.
But then he was arrested under flimsy excuses that he is supposedly a security risk for
Canada. After he had been sequestered in the U.S. and hauled off to Canada, he was
imprisoned for 2 years on a charge of being a 'security risk.' This single man, who spoke in a
single voice, in his own behalf, he is supposedly a security danger for the great land of
Canada! This means, the truth is feared by those whose' supremacy is based on the lie. In this
way, Zündel is a danger; but only for those who control with the lie. After 2 years of 'security
risk' incarceration, he was deported to Germany. He is a German citizen.
Some time ago, he immigrated from Germany as a young man because he could not stand
living in Germany any more. He thought that those things that are said about Germany after
the war were true. This was so unbearable for him that he left for a foreign country, for
Canada. He met a Jew there who asked him: "Tell me, do you really believe all that is said
about Germany?" It baffled him to hear this from a Jew. And this Jew gave him reading
material and said: "Here, read this, read that, and read this, too." And so, he became aware of
things which had totally faded out of public discussion in Germany, and he began to doubt.
The nagging never let off, and so he turned into an advocate for historical truth.
Because he had published his doubts on the Internet, but also pointed to writings that in the
same way deny the Holocaust circus, this is why he is before the courts, and is now almost 2.5
or 3 years in detention based on Paragraph 130. This is not a [German] law, but a decree by a
foreign power. He will be spending still more years in prison, perhaps 5. This legal action,
and parallel to it other court cases against Germans, and also against me, are now the forum to
bring these issues into discussion. We have seen that this process is having some
breakthroughs.
It was not only the litigation against Ernst Zündel, but also the proceedings against Robert
Faurisson in France. Zündel presented in his court case the so-called Leuchter Report by an
American execution specialist for gas chambers and electrical chairs. Leuchter, recommended
by the American government as the expert for this court case, examined the situation
[locations] in Auschwitz and Treblinka and asserted: "The claim that people were gassed to
death here is physically impossible." This Leuchter report got worldwide attention, but in
Germany it was silenced.
Guenther Deckert, who was then the Chairman of the Socialist-Democratic Party, has recently
been sentenced to 5 years of prison. He has served his full 5-year sentence. It began with him
translating Leuchter's presentation into the German language in Germany Leuchter only

speaks English. Mr. Deckert incriminated himself by facial expressions, mimicry, that
supposedly expressed agreement to that which Leuchter delivered, namely that the Holocaust,
the way it is presented, is impossible according to natural laws. Just that alone has lead to Mr.
Deckert being convicted. The German public is to a great extend not aware of this. People do
not trouble themselves with such things. I was the same way. I did not consider this possible
[Holocaust lie], until I was representing the German singer, Frank Rennicke as defense
attorney. I was obliged to engage myself intensely with these things, and scales fell from my
eyes. I had to ask myself, how can it even be possible that our awareness faculty is so limited
that we do not heed even the most obvious in view of this monstrous accusation against the
German people that we are no longer able to ask the question, 'What does it mean to kill 4
million people in a limited time, from 1942 to 1945, on a limited space on earth, and then
make them disappear completely!' What conditions would have had to be present in nature, in
the physical world? What must have happened here, and is this even possible, in this location,
under the structural conditions, and with this means of killing? Is all of this possible? That is
already the nearest deliberation as to how this has taken place? How were they supposed to
have accomplished this? The reality is, this is full of contradictions and in fact ridiculous lies.
I tell you, this whole story should be presented in the form of a Cabaret show so that
people even notice what has been done to them. One must become free from this
repression based on the prerequisite that it really happened, that the Jews are in this
way really the persecuted, and massacred nation. When one frees oneself from this, then
the whole thing is exposed as a farce.
We have now taken our positions in this campaign against the invented obviousness of the
Holocaust to bring it into the consciousness of those circles of our people who still even have
the capacity to think. And I am sure that it will not be great masses who will contemplate this
issue, but there will be increasingly more mentally capable and wakeful Germans, who will
notice that there is something monstrous, something colossal that has happened which also
poses the question, 'What is man?' 'What is going on in this world?' The whole spiritual
question takes on a new dimension, and timely meaning, and this can signify the starting point
for a refocus on the spiritual, the godly meaning.
I think that in these proceedings that are taking place, where we have the newest discoveries
of the numerous historical researchers, especially the foreigners -the Germans are, of course,
under the general suspicion to be participating. But it started with Paul Rassinier a French
Communist and resistance fighter [during those days] who suffered in the concentration camp
Buchenwald, and who is putting into question the official story due to his own experience.
Then there is the Frenchman, Robert Faurrisson, a Professor for Text Critique at the
University Sorbonne; in other words, he is in charge of critiquing historical documents and
has become the harbinger of a whole historical school that by means of research takes apart
these colossal lies. Then there is Jürgen Graf, a Swiss, Carlo Montagno, an Italian, and then of
course German researchers, who out of their own experience decided to get to the bottom of
these things.

Also the German, Germar Rudolf, a chemist, who was completely non political, and who
acted as expert witness in a court proceeding against General Otto Remer for 'inciting hatred
in the nation,' who examined the so-called execution chambers, called gas chambers, in
Auschwitz, and based on his chemical analysis has proven, and I mean without a doubt, that if
these massive gassings would have taken place, there would be definitely lasting traces, and a
certain blue coloring in the walls which are not present. He compared this with the gas
chambers that did exist [small chambers] were they treated textiles, clothing, mattresses,
linens, etc. to keep the typhus epidemic in check, where the blue coloring of the walls is
present. He compared both and said: "If there had been people gassed [in those so-called gas
chambers], then the blue color would have had to be even more intense in those rooms
because more Zyklon B would have been used." This is an important cornerstone.
All these men, who have shown much courage, have been persecuted by the justice
department. Germar Rudolf lives in a foreign country due to the scientific research he
published, and then presented in court, which brought him a sentence of 2 years and 8 months
of prison, I think. Then there is Jürgen Graf, a Swiss citizen, who has also represented himself
in the same issues as historian, who had been sentenced in Switzerland, and lives in Moscow
now in exile. These are situations that are now being discussed.
Until now, all courts have refused to even let evidence be presented, claiming that the
opposite is true, [namely the Holocaust exists] and that it is obvious that this mass
extermination has taken place in such, and such a way and at such and such place with Zyklon
B. For that reason, they say, evidence is unnecessary, not even permitted in court.
Only what is meant by obvious here? For something to be obvious, especially regarding
historical facts, it presupposes that the asserted facts are adequately researched by the
historians, a certain outcome has resulted which is not disputable, and which a reasonable and
sane man would not question.
How was it with the Holocaust? It took 13 years, from 1945 to 1953 until this unparalleled,
and unbelievable crime against humanity, representing a collapse in civilization, even has
become the subject of criminal determination against alleged offenders. 13 years from 1945
did it take until, based on the statements in litigations of one prisoner -I think it was in the
penitentiary Butzbach (?)- this gruesome event was asserted and established from then on as
the undisputed, obvious occurrence.
Even though there were right from the beginning vehement objections against this theory, in
other words, it is not obvious as asserted because the objections existed, and these objections
were suppressed by means of 'criminal law.' All researchers who questioned the official result
have been accused of being agitators or offenders who hurt and insult the memory of the dead
and have been overrun by a law suit and punished with prison. This means, even according to
legal concept theory, it cannot be called a manifest case because this depiction that took 13
years to even become a definition, was already questioned from the beginning. That these

[objectors] have been forced into silence by criminal court actions means that the lie has
established itself here and has persecuted the truth by proceedings in Criminal Court.
And this is now in a changed world an explosive force, where the Jews have indeed stepped
over the line with their world rule and more or less have made all nations into their enemies.
And now we also have the newest research results! All these court cases are now taking place
in a changed world situation. The Jewish world government, which is trying to sell itself as
globalism, is taking on such hideous traits that now more or less people of all countries are
standing up against this foreign rule of the plutocrats just for their survival alone. And this
world rule oligarchy is based today primarily on the Holocaust lie. Anything that one says
against the Jews is immediately blocked with, "That's going to lead to another Holocaust!"
"This must never repeat itself!" And everyone ducks. Because, they are afraid. Politicians
who stand against this will be mercilessly destroyed by the media.
Even pope Benedict XVI has asserted this, when he was still Cardinal Ratzinger, in his book
published by the Olf Verlag. He said, "The media has the ability to 'execute' people publicly,
to destroy their livelihood, and whoever brings this critically on the table for discussion is
called an enemy of freedom, because he is against the freedom of expression!"
We now have this book by Germar Rudolf -I would like to show it here- Vorlesungen ueber
den Holocaust. Germar Rudolf, I have mentioned him before, a chemist, who was completely
non political, who as scientist wanted to get to the bottom of this situation, and who acted as
expert witness in court proceedings against General Ernst Remer for 'inciting hatred in the
nation,' and who made the baffling discoveries that all of these [accusations] do not hold any
water and that natural laws in physics will expose the witnesses' assertions as lies.
And he presented the whole research of all renowned so-called Revisionist Historians, and at
the same time listed the objections which are presented here from the opposition -the attempts
to ridicule this [the revisionist work], to call it unscientific- and has treated here the issue and
shows in this book by a scientific method with more than one thousand notes, references, and
documents and with indisputable historical facts from all sides, that all of this [Holocaust
accusation] is a gigantic lie. And this book that is now in the center of all these law suits, is
made the object of certain evidence motions. One would have to be of the opinion that all
lawyers in the service of the BRD (Bundesrepublik Deutschland), which is no state, but an
organizational form of an arrangement by a foreign power -as Carlo Schmid had already
expounded before the Parliament council- that all those lawyers are scoundrels and are acting
against the essence of justice in order to repress the truth.
Such an assumption that it would be possible in a nation of culture that all of them [the legal
representatives] have sunk in this way to the status of scoundrels, I consider highly unlikely.
There will be a situation where we will have a breakthrough. In one situation, the lawyers will
no longer go along with this. There are clear indications that this may be imminent. We are
leading these processes and that has effects in the legal community.

There is an article that came out in May by a retired judge, formerly chair at the district court
Hamburg, where he points out that this 'incitement of hate' paragraph [Paragraph 130], which
punishes the denial of the Holocaust, is not in agreement with the constitution of the
commitment of the foreign power, article 5, 'Freedom of Opinion,' and therefore conflicts with
the constitution. And he points out that opposition has been expressed against these
determinations for a long time. And he says further that this opposition to the validity of
Paragraph 130 is imperative; and nevertheless, the Bundesverfassungsgericht (German
Supreme Court) has not risen to the occasion to this day, as he says, to take a position on this
question. In other words, the court hedges. If it would be of the opinion that the controversial
Paragraph 130 is congruent with the constitution, it would long have cleared up the argument.
But then the Bundesverfassungsgericht would have exposed itself as collegiums of
scoundrels.
There was a paper earlier, in 1996, by lawyer Stefan Huster -I assume he belongs to the
Jewish minority- where he presented all possible strategies combining article 5, Freedom of
Opinion, and Paragraph 130, to proof that they are in accord. But, it shows that these
[outcomes] are not conclusive but always bring new and greater difficulties as a result. And to
state it succinctly, the accusation that someone who renounces the Holocaust, in other words
someone who has a certain opinion, incites hate under Paragraph 130, is the model case of a
special law against a certain opinion.
And such special laws cannot exist according to article 5 of the constitution. Now, one would
have expected that Huster would have proclaimed that therefore Paragraph 130 is invalid and
that the Bundesverfassungsgericht must quickly initiate clarity. No, he does not take such
action. He says: "For this single case, the persecution and destruction of the Jews, one must
make an exception from Article 5 of the constitution in order to open up the desired
application of the hate law."
I don't think it is necessary to comment on this. This no longer has anything to do with lawful
thinking. Here, in a cynical way, everything which is right and rightful thinking is thrown
overboard. Bertram is bringing this issue again to the table in 2005. That is not a coincidence.
Bertram says it is about time that this special path of the BRD will be abandoned and that the
BRD will return to an equitable constitutional state of affairs. This means, that what we had
presupposed is showing up now.
Lawyers dissent!
If you want to learn more, write to:
Ingrid Zuendel
3152 Parkway, 13-109
Pigeon Forge, TN 37863
USA
http://www.zundelsite.org/

HORST MAHLER - in German
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=31rB0zV_LV0
HORST MAHLER - in French
https://archive.org/details/HorstMahlerLholocausteUneArmePolitiqueContreLesAllema
nds
HORST MAHLER - in English
https://archive.org/details/HorstMahlerTheHolocaustAsPoliticalWeaponAgainstTheGer
mans
Comments by the translator:
[1] In 1933 there were 565,000 Jews in Germany, and that was at a time before Adolf Hitler
arranged for the immigration of the Jews to Palestine
https://archive.org/details/OnlyOneHalfMillionJewsInGermanyIn1933
[2] Germany has paid many tenths of Billions as punishment for the so-called 'Holocaust'
which does not exist.
[ 3] Mr. Mahler's hopes have not realized. At this time, April 2013, it is still not allowed for
an attorney to present the necessary documents to defend his client in a Holocaust denial case
and proof that the client is right. The attorney is simply forbidden to speak. [Example Sylvia
Stolz - U-Tube] This happened to Mr. Mahler, and he is currently in prison with a long
sentence.
[4] German Pioneer Revisionist Ernst Zuendel http://www.zundelsite.org/
[ 5] Dr. Robert Faurisson http://www.zundelsite.org/harwood/dsmrd/dsmrd03rf.html
[6] Leuchter Report http://www.zundelsite.org/leuchter/report1/index.html
[ 7] Paul Rassinier http://www.zundelsite.org/victims/victims_of_zion.html
[8] Juergen Graf https://holocausthandbooks.com/index.php?author_id=3
[9 ] Carlo Montagno http://the-militant-atheist.org/the-holocaust.html
[10] Germar Rudolf http://germarrudolf.com/
Free Book download: The Rudolf Report http://archive.org/details/TheRudolfReport
http://archive.org/search.php?query=germar%20rudolf
[11] Holocaust Revisionists - Victims of Zion
http://www.zundelsite.org/victims/victims_of_zion.html
[12] Carlo Schmid - German Researcher

Additional Information:
*Since 1945, Germany has not been allowed to become a sovereign state; it is controlled and
ordered about by the Allies and the Jews.
*The generations born after the war, both in Europe, the U.S. and many countries, have been
indoctrinated in schoolbooks and all media with the lie that the Germans gassed Jews. This
treason against the German nation started in the mid 50s in school.
*Russian author Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn said about the Jewish Bolsheviks who had invaded
Russia, murdered the Tsar family, and took over the government: "Our country is run by
people who hate all people."
*Dr. Martin Luther, 1543. Late in his life Dr. Luther found out that the Jews deceived him in
his translations of the bible. Then he wrote the book "Von den Juden und Ihren Luegen" (Of
the Jews and their Lies) http://archive.org/details/VonDenJudenUndIhrenLgen
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